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Murray the mouse likes everything to be perfect. Naturally, his perfect meal on a perfect winter day is
Perfect Soup. But Murray doesn’t have a carrot, and Perfect Soup isn’t perfect without a carrot. With the
snow falling around him, Murray ventures out of his little house to track down the final ingredient for his
Perfect Soup. And there’s no time for playing around—Murray is in a hurry.

The farmer will be happy to provide a carrot if Murray will haul some logs. The horse will gladly haul the
logs for Murray if he’ll give him some fancy jingle bells in return. It looks like Murray just might get his
carrot, but it only takes one grumpy person for a delicate chain of favors like this to fall apart. Can a friendly
snowman help Murray make the soup perfect anyway?

Author Lisa Moser and illustrator Ben Mantle have filled Murray’s little town with richly colorful winter
landscapes, wonderfully detailed cozy homes, a hilarious cast of quirky characters, and the absolute cutest
talking snowman you have ever seen. Parents and kids alike won’t be able to resist picking this book up
again and again.
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From reader reviews:

Adam Whittington:

Do you have favorite book? If you have, what is your favorite's book? Reserve is very important thing for us
to be aware of everything in the world. Each e-book has different aim or perhaps goal; it means that e-book
has different type. Some people sense enjoy to spend their time for you to read a book. They are reading
whatever they get because their hobby is reading a book. How about the person who don't like studying a
book? Sometime, man or woman feel need book once they found difficult problem or maybe exercise. Well,
probably you'll have this Perfect Soup.

Homer Anderson:

Nowadays reading books be than want or need but also turn into a life style. This reading habit give you lot
of advantages. Advantages you got of course the knowledge your information inside the book which improve
your knowledge and information. The knowledge you get based on what kind of book you read, if you want
drive more knowledge just go with knowledge books but if you want sense happy read one along with theme
for entertaining including comic or novel. The actual Perfect Soup is kind of guide which is giving the reader
capricious experience.

Molly Wilson:

Beside this Perfect Soup in your phone, it may give you a way to get more close to the new knowledge or
information. The information and the knowledge you can got here is fresh in the oven so don't possibly be
worry if you feel like an aged people live in narrow commune. It is good thing to have Perfect Soup because
this book offers to you personally readable information. Do you sometimes have book but you do not get
what it's facts concerning. Oh come on, that wil happen if you have this inside your hand. The Enjoyable set
up here cannot be questionable, such as treasuring beautiful island. Techniques you still want to miss the
item? Find this book as well as read it from right now!

Minnie Rivera:

Is it anyone who having spare time after that spend it whole day by simply watching television programs or
just telling lies on the bed? Do you need something totally new? This Perfect Soup can be the respond to, oh
how comes? A fresh book you know. You are and so out of date, spending your free time by reading in this
fresh era is common not a geek activity. So what these ebooks have than the others?
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